Classified

Announcements

BSC shows its school pride in letter by former student pp. 3-4

SGA offices finally filled; Finance is president by Bill Blodius

SOGA offices finally filled; Finance is president

Saniz

Good Day, Sunshine

How to Eat to Win: A Lecture/Workshop on Food and Health by Jane L. Gabris

MassPirG holds food drive

Concert Ensemble

Musicians needed for Concert Ensemble on Tuesday afternoon at 3:00 pm. All interested students are needed. For more information contact Peg Conlan.

Summer Jobs: MAP 

Camps and Work


camp jobs available. Visit us at: http://www.mapcamps.com

Career Planning 

and Placement Update

Workshops: Career March 9, 12:00-2:00 p.m., in room 112, College Union Office, CPO 348. Call 508-626-1064.

Payday on Sunday, Aug. 18, 2013. The Ph.D. in Economics, 3rd annual Career Planning and Placement Update, CPO 348, 9:00 a.m.-12:00 p.m. Please contact the Office of Career Planning and Placement, CPO 348, for more information.

CAMP COUNSELORS

 Teachers with interest in working with children (ages 5-16) needed for Summer camp program. No experience needed. This is a great way to spend the summer


BRYNMAWR'S HALL OF FAME

Celebrating the 2013-2014 Season. For more information, contact the Office of Career Planning and Placement, CPO 348, for more information.

BMC presents "Good Day, Sunshine"

How to Eat to Win: A Lecture/Workshop on Food and Health

Bill Blodius

As spring break approaches, the Office of Career Planning and Placement, CPO 348, will present a Lecture/Workshop on Food and Health titled "How to Eat to Win: A Lecture/Workshop on Food and Health" by Bill Blodius. The event will be held on Tuesday, March 12, 2013, at 12:00-2:00 p.m. in room 112, College Union Office, CPO 348. The Lecture/Workshop will focus on the relationship between food and health, and will provide participants with practical strategies for making healthy food choices. The event is open to all students, faculty, and staff. For more information, please contact the Office of Career Planning and Placement, CPO 348, at 508-626-1064.

Concert Ensemble

Concert Ensemble is looking for musicians to join the ensemble. Rehearsals are held on Tuesday nights at 8:00 p.m. in room 112, College Union Office, CPO 348. For more information, please contact Peg Conlan at 508-626-2062.
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News

Student government

Curt Edword Clark of the General Assembly

President returns from Far East

President Lisa Veilleux was appointed vice president and attorney general. Veilleux and Edmund Ward vince the General Assembly

MGASSP food drive

The college has done

Rider,
President returns from Far East

To the Editor:

Who is David Tassinasi? This is a question that has been asked about the Students' Government Association (SGA) since David voted, perhaps he did not know the answers for himself, but many of us do not feel that the SGA was fair to David. David was placed in the election as a SGA Senator, and was a student member of the Board of Trustees. He was a running mate with Senator and President, Kirk Longo, and was a strong candidate for the job of SGA President in the last election. It is very hard to believe that he is the same person that we know today.

As of the writing of this letter, the SGA has not been decided. Preparing your State Senator, so that you can be prepared to vote in the election. The SGA is headquartered at 1400 W. Main St.

The Comment

In response to Larry Richardson — the first of many

To the Editor:

It is not easy to be Larry Richardson. He is a man of many parts, and many responsibilities. He is a man of great energy, and great passion. He is a man of great dedication, and great commitment. He is a man of great integrity, and great honor. He is a man of great vision, and great insight. He is a man of great courage, and great leadership. He is a man of great grace, and great charm. He is a man of great character, and great respect.

Larry Richardson is the first of many. He is the first of many to come to the marketplace, and to take on the challenges of leadership. He is the first of many to come to the table, and to take on the responsibilities of leadership. He is the first of many to come to the world, and to take on the challenges of leadership.
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The Richardson retorts

Greeks hang on to clones

A "true individual' speaks out
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Greeks hang on to clones

A 'true individual' speaks out

By: Bob Lang

Oh, my! Just look at those gorgeous gels. Honored to God, the members of the band Polons are the best looking guys in makeup to wear in the history of glomming. As a student of the New York, Dior and Twister Wheel were instantly recognizable. The only beauty that can be classified as 'clone-oid' is her.

To the Editor:

Your letter "Clone-O's" came on Monday morning as we were arranging the fight song "Pig Latin" for the next pep rally. We need to know if you want to do one for the pep rally because I haven't seen you since Monday night. If you don't want to do it, please let me know right away. I'm trying to make sure that everyone is in touch with their peers and that I can arrange any pep rally activities that you might be interested in. I'm looking forward to arranging the pep rally next week. Thank you.
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The Richardson retorts

Greeks hang on cloning

A 'true individual' speaks out

By: G. F. T. Inhabitant President

To the Editor:

The letter from Mr. Richardson, which appeared last week, doesn't make it clear whether any students at the Greek fraternities are involved in the cloning controversy. The letter also does not state what the Greek students think about the issue.

The Greek students have not taken any public stance on the cloning controversy. However, it is possible that some students at the Greek fraternities may have opinions about the issue.

By: Scott D. Visitor

To the Editor:

I agree with Mr. Richardson's letter, which appeared last week. The letter states that there is a cloning controversy that is taking place on this campus, and it is possible that some students at the Greek fraternities may have opinions about the issue.

I think that it is important for the Greek students to have a say in this controversy, as they are a part of the campus community. I believe that they should be involved in the discussion about the possible implications of cloning.

The Greek students have not taken any public stance on the cloning controversy. However, it is possible that some students at the Greek fraternities may have opinions about the issue.

By: Emily V. Visitor

To the Editor:

I agree with Mr. Richardson's letter, which appeared last week. The letter states that there is a cloning controversy that is taking place on this campus, and it is possible that some students at the Greek fraternities may have opinions about the issue.

I think that it is important for the Greek students to have a say in this controversy, as they are a part of the campus community. I believe that they should be involved in the discussion about the possible implications of cloning.

The Greek students have not taken any public stance on the cloning controversy. However, it is possible that some students at the Greek fraternities may have opinions about the issue.
A kaleidoscope of dance this spring

On April 3 and 4, the Bridgewater State College Dance Corps will be performing an exciting, electric and entertaining weekend of dance entitled "Dance Kaleidoscope" which represents a wide variety of dance forms.

Many of the numbers have been choreographed by students, Dr. Nancy Mason and guest choreographer, Linda T. Turner. The dance titles include modern, abstract, tap and contemporary.

Among the dances will be an illusion dance choreographed by alums, Jason Rose, similar in look but in lighter style than Bethany O'Connor's number of the same title on George Orwell's 1984 and relating music by the Eurythmics from the soundtrack of the film. Also, Donavon Seck, a three-year member of the Corps, will be choreographing a dance based on a post modern war anime "Amnesia."

The first of two dances based on the rock and roll theme is a popular number. Originally released on the band's "Rush" album, this entry features a lively and energetic dance number done by bassist, Robert (Sweet), the drummer, and he had them backed up by the entire band. The number was choreographed by Dr. Nancy Mason.

Some of the other acts include: the opening number, "Thank You," a roller disco and "We Are the World," a popular number by the band, which was choreographed by the entire dance program, Dr. Nancy Mason.

So, for a night of energy, and romance, come out and see the performance of "Dance Kaleidoscope" on April 3 and 4, guaranteed to mesmerize a nation.

Speed of sound

"Good Golly, Mrs. Chancey," by the Rolling Stones, is to be released on April 3rd, and in an effort to help the entire dance program, Dr. Nancy Mason, has choreographed a dance to that number.

"Good Golly, Mrs. Chancey" is to be performed on April 3rd, and in an effort to help the entire dance program, Dr. Nancy Mason, has choreographed a dance to that number.

Try to get to the club this weekend to help support the arts of the Bridgewater State College Dance Corps.

"Dance Kaleidoscope" will be held at the Paradise Theatre on Friday, April 3rd, and on Saturday, April 4th.

When you open the door to the unknown, there's nothing to lose, who will drop in...or who will drop dead.

SUMMER JOBS
CHAIRMAN'S SERVICE CORPORATION
TO ALL AMERICANS & CANADIANS
IN THE UNITED STATES & CANADA
PLAN NOW FOR SUMMER II WE'RE HIRING BUS DRIVERS
Class II and Mass. I, Class III license preferred.
However, we will train you if you have a Class III license.

For more information, or to arrange an interview, call:
Kevin Doherty, INTERSTATE COACH
1139 Washington Street (Rt. 138)
Stoughton, Massachusetts
344-2221 / 583-2225 / 832-3182

Good part-time jobs available
year round too!
A kaleidoscope of dance this spring

On April 3 and 4, the Bridgewater State College Dance Corps will be performing an exciting, unique and entertaining weekend of dance entitled "Dance Kaleidoscope" which represents a wide variety of dance forms.

Many of the numbers have been choreographed by students, Dr. Nancy Mason and guest choreographers, Linda Turner. The dance titles include modern, abstract, tap and contemporary.

Among the dance numbers will be anabinet dance choreographed by alumna Joye Rose, similar in line to but in faster style than Bethany George's number of the same title. George's title, a hip hop dance, will be "The Evening" choreographed by Michael Milutinovic (with assistance from the other choreographers and dancers). The show will also include dances performed and choreographed by the Bassendall School Dance Corps under P.T. teacher, Dr. Robert Stack. These will be "The Children" choreographed by Linda Turner and "The Raiders" by Rich McNeil. Each of these is a separate type of dance program, Dr. Nancy Mason, the director.

For a few, and of energy, and that's how and see the硫化 structure of a dance Kaleidoscopic on April 3 and 4, guaranteed to give a smile to your face.

Speed of sound

Good speed, everyday to you, and I want to say goodbye to you. I know, I will New York's this show to help you to be in the club this weekend to help you to be in the club this weekend.

Streyper

Streyper [it, from P.O.]

Christian heavy metal

Streyper speaks on their music

Michael O'Connor

Many hands have recently conspired to bring together various religious groups, and offers comfort concerning the daily life of Christ and ourselves. One of the hands that has spread this controversy, not just from religious groups but also from the heavy metal hard rock genre itself, is Streyper, a heavy metal band whose songs glorify Jesus Christ.

On a warm, sunny Sunday afternoon, I spoke with Streyper's lead singer, Tim Drury, about some of the band's music and message.

I was thinking of you, how did you form Streyper?

T.O.: OK, Streyper, I guess, first year we met I told God, I would start this band that would have a religious difference with music.

Skagarak comes to the U.S.

Mike O'Connor

The group, Skagarak, was recently in New York City, where there hasn't been much play of the group's music. But even though we, the group, Skagarak, according to the New York Times, has been in the United States since early 1987. Since I know a little bit of the background of this, I thought I would just stick to the music. The group has a sax player, but also a very fast-paced lead singer, Marko Mikkelson, who is often referred to as Michael Skagarak all at once. With a sound that is somewhat like a combination of Van Halen and Foreigner, it is not surprising to know that the songs are loved by many. Skagarak, according to the New York Times, has been in the United States since early 1987.

When you open the door to the unknown, there's no telling who will drop in... or who will drop dead.
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RAPE: some things you should know

Libby labels first week of Spring
Mass. Sexologist declares National Orgasm Week

By Diane Lammott

Rape is one of the most serious crimes in our society today. In most years there has been a steady increase in the reported occurrence of rape. Many misconceptions surround this crime. This article is the first of a series which will attempt to clear up some of these misconceptions.

"Rape occurs whenever anyone forces another person to perform sexual acts without her consent. Rape is a violent crime. The rapist is driven by a need to dominate and humiliate. Rape is not the result of an uncontrollable sexual desire. Rape is unfortunately a common crime. One out of every four women will be raped in her lifetime. Approximately 75 percent of these women will be raped by an acquaintance. Most rapes occur within the same race and class. White men rape white women, black men rape black women.

The "dark alley" rapist is not common. Most rapes occur in the victim's own home. Most rapists are as follows: About 50 percent are under the age of 25 years. Because of the nature of the offense, rape is not often reported. It is estimated that only one-fifth of all rapes and attempted rapes are reported to the police. It is important to remember that a violent acquaintance does not have the same "right" to rape as a stranger. Not by dress, environment, nor by reputation. Perhaps if we remember that it is the rapist who has committed the crime the incident of reporting rape will end.

There is no way to prevent rape, but there are precautions a woman can take. Some of these are as follows: Wear a steady pace, look you know where you are going. If possible, walk in the middle of the street to avoid "fast friends." If you're driving, drive alone. If someone stops and asks to see your problem or to the nearest service station. It is advisable not to carry weapons such as knives or guns, as they could be taken and used against you. It is better to use "improvised" weapons such as a街 ball or baseball bat.

NEXT Time: Rape. Prevention: Boy Tarian.

Dr. Libby, Sexologist

Your Stars This Week
by Stella Widner

The coming week offers rich rewards to those who are willing to make every opportunity count and those who don't "toss" this "wave" as an answer. "No" may indeed be heard a great deal this week, though it will usually be from the mouths of those who haven't the courage or the foresight to stick their necks out. Those who do stick their necks out, however, will certainly have the last laugh--and quite possibly the most money by week's end.

Dr. Libby has long been on the lookout for new stars, perhaps through the spades of a new "star." Libby claims that such astreology makes the heart grow fonder. He recommends sexuality research, and at the Institute for Against Pornography Research, and at the Institute for Against Pornography Research.

Spring, March 21 to 28, (that's right, what would have been the second week of our Brakks, to the National Organism Week.

"It is time for some good news about sex," Libby claims. The first day of Spring is when a young person's fancy turns to love. Libby advises adding a slice of cherry blossom to vision and allergy may also ensue. Libby disagrees that adolescence makes the heart grow fonder. He recommends sexuality research, and at the Institute for Against Pornography Research.

Libby is a popular guest on the shows ranging from W. and the so-called "technological" revolution, and at the Institute for Against Pornography Research.

In addition to its "beautiful purposes," National Organism Week is meant to be, in the words of the so-called "technological" revolution, and at the Institute for Against Pornography Research.

Libby claims. The first day of Spring is when a young person's fancy turns to love. Libby advises adding a slice of cherry blossom to vision and allergy may also ensue. Libby disagrees that adolescence makes the heart grow fonder. He recommends sexuality research, and at the Institute for Against Pornography Research.

Libby's assistant is a free-footed, sculpted frog (hobby) referred to as "Roosevelt." Libby suggests such recognition of National Organism Week as the hooligan of a fantasy ball, with each person dressing up as their favorite "organism," and stay near places where there is a lot of things and put forth your own questions.
Libby labels first week of Spring
Mass. Sexologist declares National Orgasm Week

**Mystery Photo**

Can you guess what this is, and where it is on campus?

---

**Your Stars This Week**

by Sofia Wilder

The coming week offers rich rewards to those who are willing to make every opportunity count and those who aren’t this “nay” for an answer. “No” may indeed be heard a great deal this week, though it will usually be the result of the presence of who hasn’t or the courage or the inherent to stick their necks out. Those who do stick their necks out, however, will certainly have the last laugh—and quite possibly the most money by week’s end.

---

**Psychological Yours**

by Dr. Richard T. Colgan

If at first you don’t succeed—
you’ll get a lot of advice.

---

**Psychological Show**

by Berke Breathed

---

**BLOOM COUNTY by Berke Breathed**

---

**At Northeastern**

---

**All Students Welcome to**

The Planning Committee for the Day Weekend

Time: 3:30
Date: Thursday every week
Place: Hingham, Hanover, Danbury Room in the Campus Center

---

**The Comment**

---

**Collegiate Camouflage**

---

**Toyland 1987**
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The time is here again for preparing for next year's tuition, room and board costs. In case you haven't already set aside the College's programs, now is the time to do so. Our financial aid office is still plenty of chances for you to find a program that suits you.

One such opportunity is the Burrill Company Scholarship Fund. This program provides scholarships for students who have completed their freshmen year and are continuing their education.

Burrill Avenue Building.

The Burrill Ave. Building.

Burrill Ave. Building.

This is a week that tests both. Knock it off at the bottom, please. Then please do it in your best shape. If you are a smoking habit, try to find a way to quit.

There were no mistakes on the home front could transform this rocky relationship. You have plenty of time for higher-level learning during the summer, but there's no time for lower-level.
COORS offers scholarships Over 5000 Thousand Available

by John R. Russo, III

The SW12S, Community Organization Class conducted a survey on Tuesday, March 10, to see how the recent weather changes in the food service in the student lounge at Burrill Ave. The survey was conducted at Burrill Ave. Building. Those who participated included students in various classes held in the building, students using the lounge and faculty/staff whose offices are in the building. A total of 266 people were surveyed and asked the following types of questions:

1. Would they like to see more options in the lounge?
2. Would they like to see more variety of drinks?
3. Would they like to see more of the same items changed?
4. Would they like to see more of the same items?
5. Would they like to see more of the same items once per day?
6. Would they like to see more of the same items once per week?
7. Would they like to see more of the same items once per month?
8. Would they like to see more of the same items once per year?

Burrill lounge surveyed by Ana Linens

The Winter intramural season winds down this week. Men's basketball, women's basketball, and coed indoor soccer will be the three remaining sports. In men's basketball the final four teams are playing "Justice" and "Sho'nuff" for the championship. The winners will be facing off on the main court later this week. The women's championship game will be played on Thursday at the University of Portland. The winning team will play in the "Fireside" making any work of the "Firestones" on their undefeated season.

"Stars"

Coed, team 8

TAXIS (April 26-May 5) - Conflict between basic elements of career and social life may be the key to your week ahead. A new approach may be called for. (Aries) or (Capricorn)

WINES (May 9-15) - Younger people will feel restricted to what they can do in a week. (Taurus) or (Pisces)

CANCER (May 23-June 6) - Put small children, the only family they'll have in your work with difficulties, new, you new knowledge, and a new understanding for others. (Cancer) or (Scorpio)

The schedule for this spring is finalized during that one week. (Libra) or (Taurus)

The team will be finishing up their annual trek to los Angeles, to get to Los Angeles. (Leo) or (Cancer)

Schedules are now available in the Office of Recreational Programs. (Aquarius) or (Pisces)

The coed volleyball program will be the last event of the season. (Taurus) or (Aquarius)

The softball program will be the last event of the season. (Aquarius) or (Pisces)

The coed volleyball program will be the last event of the season. (Taurus) or (Aquarius)

The team will be finishing up their annual trek to los Angeles, to get to Los Angeles. (Leo) or (Cancer)

Water polo announces schedule by Juan Tapia

The Bridgewater State College Water Polo Club recently finalized its spring schedule and will host four games after break against Plymouth State College.

Rugby team is a game last year's

The Bridgewater State College Rugby Football Club will be playing their first game of the season this week. The team will be playing against a tribe of barbarians who have taken over the rugby field this spring. The game will be played against the University of Maine. The team will be playing against the University of Maine. The team will be playing against the University of Maine. The team will be playing against the University of Maine.

Sharon Heraty

Sharon's classmates have always been supportive of her. She has received many letters of encouragement and support. Her teammates have always been supportive of her. She has received many letters of encouragement and support.

Rugby is back at BSC

The Rugby team was a Sanctioned team by the BSC Athletic Department. They were a Sanctioned team by the BSC Athletic Department. They were a Sanctioned team by the BSC Athletic Department.

"I'm not surprised at all. I thought the rugby team was a Sanctioned team by the BSC Athletic Department. They were a Sanctioned team by the BSC Athletic Department. They were a Sanctioned team by the BSC Athletic Department. They were a Sanctioned team by the BSC Athletic Department. They were a Sanctioned team by the BSC Athletic Department."
BILINGUALLY TRAINED HOTTEST NIGHT SPRING BREAK London Frederick Douglass, Bridgeport, CT 06607-4701

New England BROTHESkin Camp
(Mike) Mac-Kee for New England Brotheskin Camp director of this camp has prior experience in both program planning and actual counseling. Take full advantage of this unique opportunity to learn more about the profession of camp counseling.

Nancie Stip, Nimes, are needed. For more information, contact Nancie Stip, P.O. Box 429, Norwell, MA 02061-429, phone 697-7157.

COMMUNITY CENTER JOBS
- Cottage Industries, South Shore ($6.00 to $7.00 per hour)
- Work with children ages 4 and older
- Teachers with interest in children
- Teachers with creativity in working with children
- Closing date: 4-1-87

CAMPUS COUNSELORS
Teachers interested in teaching for a fee or helping out for free are needed for a new 1987 spring day camp. Send resume, with salary requirements, to Campus Counselors, South Shore Natural Science Center, Box 515, Dorchester, MA 02122.

CRUISE SHIP JOBS
- Crews for Mediterranean
- Work at home. No experience required. For more information, contact Ron Kelly, P.O. Box 756, Oklah­oma City, OK 73105, phone 547-0497.

COMMUNITY CENTER JOBS
- Cottage Industries, South Shore ($6.00 to $7.00 per hour)
- Work with children ages 4 and older
- Teachers with interest in children
- Teachers with creativity in working with children
- Closing date: 4-1-87

CAMPUS COUNSELORS
Teachers interested in teaching for a fee or helping out for free are needed for a new 1987 spring day camp. Send resume, with salary requirements, to Campus Counselors, South Shore Natural Science Center, Box 515, Dorchester, MA 02122.

CRUISE SHIP JOBS
- Crews for Mediterranean
- Work at home. No experience required. For more information, contact Ron Kelly, P.O. Box 756, Oklah­oma City, OK 73105, phone 547-0497.

COMMUNITY CENTER JOBS
- Cottage Industries, South Shore ($6.00 to $7.00 per hour)
- Work with children ages 4 and older
- Teachers with interest in children
- Teachers with creativity in working with children
- Closing date: 4-1-87

CAMPUS COUNSELORS
Teachers interested in teaching for a fee or helping out for free are needed for a new 1987 spring day camp. Send resume, with salary requirements, to Campus Counselors, South Shore Natural Science Center, Box 515, Dorchester, MA 02122.